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About This Game

From the minds of Mad Head Games, creators of the Rite of Passage and Nevertales series.

As a child, you had a wonderful imaginary friend from outer space. Nix taught you about the stars and inspired you become an
astronomer. Years later, while investigating a mysterious object in the sky, you discover that your imaginary friend was real all
along! He's come to warn Earth of a terrible threat – a merciless race of aliens is fast approaching, and you and Nix are the only
ones who can stop them. Can you save both your friend's planet and your own in time? Your journey will take you into the past

and beyond the stars in this thrilling Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game!

Travel to Nix's home planet in the bonus game
Test your skills with Ultimate HOP

Use the available strategy guide
Get wallpapers and soundtracks
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3-bad player graphic

Goods
1-good weapons
2-zombie mode
3-flags at the time

. TL;DR: I recommend this game to some people, not to everyone. It is fun and challenging, but it is also very slow and a little
glitchy. I wouldn't pay more than $5 for this game.

Despite some of its flaws, I actually found that I really enjoyed the game. I do think the complaints in other reviews are valid,
but I don't think they are as awful as they sound.

Right off the bat, a few cons: the keyboard controls were a bit glitchy and hard to get right. Sometimes I would have to
repeatedly hit the same key to get it to work (like control!). The down button didn't always work to allow me to go down the
ladders, or the jump (or up) button would sometimes get me stuck half on\/half off an item. There are very few controls to
master: up, down, left, right are all the intuitive ones; control (on my laptop, at least) "grabbed" or "pushed" items, and that was
the only one I needed to go back and look up. Yes, it should've been included as part of the game in the instructions. Once you
learn it though, I don't think it impedes the game all that much, but it does make me hesitate to recommend this game.

Additionally, the game moves very, very slowly. This is best played as a very casual game, because there are long periods of
time when you're really doing nothing except walking in the same direction. I think if you're looking for something with a little
more action or speed, this definitely won't be your liking. This took me about four hours to play, so it is a shorter game.

What I think was the worst is that the save functionality is... sub par. The times between auto-saving were spaced too far apart,
so I would have to go through another 1-2 minutes of gameplay before reaching the part that would trip me up. It was really the
most frustrating part for me - I would've preferred autosaving in much closer intervals so that I didn't feel like I was wasting
time replaying through certain parts.

Pros: I never watch horror films, so I found the jump scares to be just right: just enough scary without being too much, just
enough surprise without seeming totally out-of-the-blue, and just enough that I would lower my guard sometimes and get caught
by another monster. If you frequently watch films with loads of jump scares, they (obviously) will surprise you much less.
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I think the puzzles were sufficiently varied in difficulty: some were very difficult, and others were easier but still required some
creative thinking. So long as you're patient and willing to stop to work things out (on paper or in your head), I think you'll find
the puzzles appropriately challenging.

I really enjoyed the artwork, I think it was well done and conveyed the fear and anxiety and anticipation very well. I also liked
the story, although I think it could have been woven into the game a little better and a little more strongly. It is very atmospheric
and I liked that part the best. I strongly preferred Limbo, and I would recommend Limbo over Buddy any day of the week, but
Buddy itself isn't a bad game.

For full disclosure, I bought this game ~$4, and once I played through the game entirely, I think it was a fair price. I'd definitely
like to play through it again, so I definitely don't feel like it is wasted money. I would NOT recommend this to gamers who
prefer fast-paced or action-based games, or to very novice players. I would recommend this to people who enjoy atmospheric
and casual gaming, or who have a few games under their belt: those people would probably gain the most from playing this kind
of game.. Got this from buying the GOTY. There's actually really no point in buying the Lara skins but to change her outfit.
Doesn't add some health or whatever. But it looks good, so.... wish there was a way to quit the program without crashing the
desktop. got the game from a bundle, its like 15 cent. 3 cards dropped so it basically pays for itself.
Game last for about 30 minutes.
Still worth purchasing (from a bundle of course). 7/10. BeSt GaME eVEr MaDE. 10\/10. Amazing little gem of a puzzler. Super
clever & fun core-mechanic and beautifully designed levels. Do yourself a favor and give this game a try, it's well worth the 10
bucks.. HI STEAM IS ME MY NAME IS TONI FARRELL AND I PURCHASED THIS GAME Age of Empires II HD: The
African Kingdoms BUT I HAVE DOWNLOAD BUT IT`S NOT INSTALLING IT I TRY TO IT DOESN`T WORK I
PURCHASED IT ON JANUARY 1 2016 AND I TRIED PUTTING THE ACCESS CODE IS NOT DOING IT AND IT WAS
THIS AMOUNT $7.99 I DO RALLY WANT IT ALSO SAID IT`S IN MY LIBRARY
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Damn good fun. Tron style tank warfare, and digital sheep riding simulator. Also one of the very first indie games to feature on
steam. Paid full price back in the day and don't regret it.. I was pretty hyped to see the class 37 engine , one of my favourites,
coming to TSW so soon after the Western class DLC. Really nicely done ,scenery is spot on. The textures are coming on in leaps
and bounds, the buildings are looking nicer, ai traffic on the roads. Another excellent DLC. A big thumbs up!. Well this game
has taught me a valuable lesson. Never buy alpha-stage games. Can't even play one regular game without it freezing up. Oh well.
Maybe in 1-2 years it'll be playable.. Johny Graves is Satan's son, but he kind of looks and acts like he wishes he change his last
name to Constantine. Handy with a six-shooter and a handful of spells, after a few centuries of working for the family business
he's decided to fight for the good guys when hell makes a play to take over the world. The writing is serviceable, but the plot is
really bare-bones, pretty much just an excuse to let you kill a lot of demons on urban environments.
 The store page says it's an ARPG, but it really really isn't; It's an action game with a pickups that raise your stats. I'd describe it
as a twin-stick shooter, but the controls are strictly mouse and keyboard. They're functional, making things harder than they
should be but also allowing for some things that would be tricky on a pad - like aiming at spiders hanging off a high place.
 The environments are pretty detailed and the music is great, if not really memorable. It's a pretty short game (finished it in just
under two hours), and that actually works in its favor. Far more of a problem is that it's plagued by frequent traversal problems -
it seems Johnny hasn't learnt to deal with ankle-high obstacles very well, causing him to get stuck on the level geometry fairly
often. This is a problem in a game where backpedalling is pretty vital.
 Still, it's fun enough while it lasts - pretty good for a tiny indie game.. Waste-of-your-money-Shot. boring, its like old school
phone game
don't go for it. I love dungeon game style but it's make me fun in a short times so it's worth in "Steam SALE" price.
\/\/\/ good for who love <micro troops and units>. This isn't a bad game to speak of but it's not a good one either. I've played
better pinball games and it's only one table so you'll get tired of that pretty quick. It's replayability is maybe a few minutes every
blue moon. If you have to have it I would get it coupled in a Worms bundle but it's no where near worth $7.99 as a stand alone
product.
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